
Rusek 

Design a Radio Station Report Information 
 

All of the following are to be included in the presentation.  Describe each area in detail.   
 

1. STYLE:  First, tell us the license information, including the frequency and call letters.  
Remember, call letters West of the Mississippi River start with W and East of the 
Mississippi start with K.  Next, tell us the format of the station.  Then talk about the 
musical genres (i.e. punk, hip hop, rap, EDM, alternative, etc…) or if you’re doing a talk 
radio station, describe the types of programs.   Also, describe the announcers’ style  ( 
i.e. energetic, mellow, lots of talk, not much talk, humorous, romantic, knowledgeable, 
etc…)  Finally, give us your slogan making sure it fits the style of the station. 
 
 

1. ARTIST/ATHLETE/NEWSMAKER:  Find out personal background information on one 
artist/athlete/newsmaker that would be prominent on your station.  Look for things like 
where they were born, grew up, and went to school.  Talk about the 
artist/athlete/newsmaker’s career, including albums/teams/jobs and awards or 
accomplishments.  Don’t forget to cover the personal life; including hobbies, favorites 
and family. 

 
 

2. TARGET AUDIENCE: Who listens to your station?  Include age  (check 
http://www.newsgeneration.com/broadcast-resources/guide-to-radio-station-formats/ 
for ideas), education level, gender, interest areas, socio-economic status, cultural 
background, etc…  Make sure that the target audience fits with the station’s style. 
 
 

3. PROGRAMMING:  separate this section by day parts.  List the music style and/or type of 
programs for each part.  Try to come up with specific names and ideas, and choose 
things that would interest your target audience. Examples of programs might include: 
news, weather, traffic, all request hour, commercial free blocks, local artist spotlight, 
new music round up, entertainment news, interviews, celebrity gossip, comedy bits, 
prank calls,  educational/informational shows and for all sports channels; interviews, 
game broadcasts, pre-game news, post-game highlights, call-in talk  

 
 

4. PROMOTIONS:  List and explain all promos offered by the station, including contests, 
events - like concerts or business openings; SWAG (like bumper stickers, clothing, mugs 
and refrigerator magnets).  Make sure to explain each in detail and again, these should 
go well with the audience and style you’ve chosen. 

http://www.newsgeneration.com/broadcast-resources/guide-to-radio-station-formats/


 
 
The presentation should contain the following: 

1. Station Style 
2. Artist 
3. Target Audience 
4. Programming 
5. Promotion 
(Numbers 1-5 above should be Roman Numerals in your outline) 
 
6. Introduction 

a. Start with attention getter 
b. Purpose sentence – your speech topic 
c. Credibility Statement – “Researched _____ weeks…” 
d. Preview body roman numerals 

 
7. Conclusion 

a. Review body roman numerals – same order, different way of saying them 
b. Anecdote – personal story related to radio or this project 
c. Wrap-up 

 
You will also be graded on your presentation, which includes: 

1. Eye Contact 
2. Visual or audio aids  

a. 5 or more 
b. Spread throughout the speech 
c. If using computer images you must  

i. . Email PPT slides/share Google Slides edit privileges with Mrs. Rusek  
ii. . Bring them in on a flash drive 

3. Stance/Appearance 
4. Vocalization 
5. Time (5-10 minutes) 

 
Copy a second outline to use while giving your speech. You will hand in a copy of your outline to the teacher 
before your speech.  You will not get this copy back for your presentation, so make two copies of the outline 
before you come to class. You won’t be allowed to use the classroom computer for this. 
 
 

Timeline 
 

Your rough outline is due on ______________________ 
 
Final outline is due______________________  
 
Speeches start____________________ 

 


